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as of March 6, 2023
Donated generators to UCCA continue arriving in Poland
Another 20 containers filled with portable generators arrive in Gdynia, Poland, where they are transloaded on to trucks that are headed into Ukraine.
U.S. Company Fieldsheer® donates $60,000 worth of heated clothing to UCCA
UCCA delivers the next-generation heated clothing for use in the most challenging conditions from Fieldsheer® to Ukraine’s frontline defenders...
...and to internally displaced people
UCCA Kyiv sorts and prepares deliveries for our defenders
Medicines and hygiene products are delivered to our defenders in Zaporizhzhya, Kharkiv and Donetsk oblasts
It has been over a year since Russia unleashed its genocidal war against Ukraine.

UCCA remains committed to delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending Ukraine’s sovereignty & territorial integrity and providing direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges our brethren face due to Russia’s unprovoked invasion.

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous financial support!